
CABINETS

InnerMost represents an innovative approach 
that brings the highest level of function and 
style to the hardest-working rooms in the home. 
And behind every beautifully finished cabinet 
there is worry-free strength and durability 
unlike any other. Here’s five reasons why 
InnerMost will help you get the job done better.

•	Now	More	Space	Inside

•	Diverse	Styles,	Colors,	Materials

•	Best	Box	Construction

•	Superior	Finish	and	Durability

•	Near-custom	Design	Flexibility

The InnerMost Product Difference

Cabinets for Kitchen, Bath, 
Study, Laundry Room and More

A PRODUCT TRAINING GUIDE

Celebrating	one	year	of	more	space	
exclusively	at	The	Home	Depot®
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Now	More	Space	Inside
What’s the difference between an InnerMost kitchen  
versus a framed kitchen?

The InnerMost kitchen above looks like most other quality 
kitchens, but this kitchen has approximately 11,238 more cubic 
inches, holding seven more bags of groceries.

7	more	bags	of	groceries!

From	traditional,	furniture	styles…

…to	contemporary,	eclectic	styles

The beauty, strength and versatility of InnerMost cabinets 

make them right at home, in any home. InnerMost isn’t just a 

contemporary style — whether the consumer’s style is traditional, 

transitional or contemporary, InnerMost delivers the look your 

consumers want with the space they need.

Diverse	Selection
Wood Doors 

More colors, more materials, more styles

Thermofoil Doors 

Premium Veneers

Acrylic Doors 

20 styles in 
4 species

8 styles with 
options of 
woodgrain, 
gloss and 
matte

5 premium 
and exotic 
veneers 

6 acrylic 
high-gloss 
colors

60% more drawer space
InnerMost drawers are wider 
and have more clearance, so you 
can store larger items and more 
of them.

Greater access
Unobstructed by a frame, 
interior storage is easier to reach 
and includes full depth shelves 
and full-extension drawers and 
slide-out shelves

An inch more depth
Standard 13 inch deep wall cabinets 
provide more space to store another 
row of glasses increasing your usable 
storage space.
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Another premium feature included with every cabinet is the choice 
of a natural maple or white melamine interior. Melamine is one 
of the most durable interior options available, making interiors 
brighter and cleaning easier. This tough, long-lasting material is 
superior to paper or vinyl interiors used in other cabinet brands.

Built	to	Be	the	Best

Standard slide-out trays and 
drawers feature full-extension, 
undermount guides with 75 lb. 
capacity

Slow, quiet-close feature on all 
slide-trays and drawers prevent 
slamming

Advanced hinge
New soft-close hinge has an on/
off switch to control speed and 
clip-on functionality.

The integrated six-way 
adjustable hinge will not 
damage the cabinet when 
adjusted after installation.

Brighter, easy-to-clean interiors

Further expand the look or 
material choices.

Enhance  to 3/4-inch thick 
plywood material on top, 
bottom, sides, back, shelves 
and stretchers.

Optional  
enhancements

3/4-inch thick full depth shelves

Metal Intivo drawers

Heavy-duty guides increase 
weight capacity to 110 lbs.

Matching ends (modification)

Matching edge-banding provides 
consistent, complementary color 
on all visible edges

THE BEST THE BEST

Strongest support
Pocket screws and wood glue 
used on 1/2 inch oversized 
hanger rail provide strongest 
support when cabinets are 
attached to the wall. No staples 
or hot-melt glue like other 
cabinet brands.

Widest stabilizer
An oversized 6 inch stretcher 
keeps the cabinet square 
and stable through shipping, 
installation and long after the 
cabinet is installed.

Quality crafted
Dovetail construction  
represents the quality 
craftsmanship in every drawer 
box and slide-out tray.  
Full-extension, undermount 
guides provide the best access 
to the drawer space.

Best technique
Solid 5/8-inch wood drawer 
box with 1/4-inch fully 
captured plywood bottom 
holds more weight than other 
drawer box assemblies.

Push-in door bumpers provide 
long-lasting protection and 
sound absorption compared to 
lesser quality stick-on bumpers

3/4-inch thick material 
is used on the sides of 
every cabinet
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Each professionally applied finish is protected by an oven-cured top-coat, combined with the artistry 
of hand sanding and wiping, to provide a smooth, superior seal and protect against scuffs and wear. 
Durability, clarity and protection are just a few of the reasons why InnerMost multi-step finishes are 
more beautiful to the sight and the touch.

Innermost multi-step finishes are formulated for superior resistance 
to moisture, household chemicals and solvents. Finishes exceed 
KCMA specifications with a 9.8 out of 10 resistance rating in 
performance testing against the materials illustrated below.

Worry-free resistance to everyday spills and 
regular cleaningFinished	With	Superiority

State-of-the-art finish process includes artisan care

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1  2  3   Skilled application
Hand-sanding is performed to soften sharp edges and 
help develop a smooth, even finish.

Hand-wiping the stain brings out the natural beauty of 
the wood grain.

4   Premium catalyzed varnish
Professional-grade varnishes include a catalyzed 
conversion sealer to lock in and maintain a rich, vibrant 
color that’s more durable than lacquer. 

5   Thicker build, deeper clarity
Exclusive clear formulas are developed to be applied 
thicker and give a deep, clear aesthetic that showcases 
the beauty of the wood and it’s grain.

7   Clear, protective topcoat
Every stain has a high solids catalyzed conversion varnish 
topcoat to add more depth to the finish and protect 
against regular cleaning and common household 
chemicals.

Clear as pure water, the unique topcoat is more resistant 
to yellowing from age or UV rays when compared to other 
topcoats.

6   Artisan accents and glazes
Accent lines and glazes are a multi-step technique that 
enhances the profile by highlighting the unique design 
of the door, wood grain and base finish color.

Distressing techniques are also artistically applied by hand to 
give an aged or heirloom look to the cabinets.
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Superior performance and 
resistance to:

 Hot coffee

 Perfume

 Olive oil

 Ketchup

 Acetone

 Hot water

 Vinegar

 Detergent

 Hair spray

 Soda/Cola

 Mustard

 Crayons

 100-proof alcohol

 Lemon juice

 Grape juice

 Ammonia

 Naphtha

 Nail polish remover

Stained finishes

Fourteen stains include satin or 
semi-gloss sheen.

Glazed finishes

Four hand-applied glaze color 
choices to accent the stain.

Painted finishes

Nine true enamel paints 
makes InnerMost Classic paint 
the right choice for an opaque 
finish. Five VINTAGE and six 
HEIRLOOM options add artistic 
distressing techniques to the 
Classic enamel paint.

Speciality finishes

Six specialty finishes incorporate 
multi-color applications and 
unique distressing to create a truly 
unique look.
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Near-custom	Design	Flexibility

Installed accessories are a convenient way to offer 
additional options and deliver complete solutions 
that save time and labor during installation.

Select from more than 70 modifications to turn 
common cabinets into custom solutions that allow 
installation to go faster and finished designs to fit 
right the first time.

Factory-installed options save 
money on installation

For a truly custom design, InnerMost Custom 
Quote services are available to answer your 
technical questions, provide alternatives and 
quote your custom design. Experts are just a 
phone call away. Just call (866) 720–9517.

Put InnerMost innovation to work for you. 
Reduce the use of fillers and other components 
by modifying the height, width or depth of 
cabinet down to 1/4 inch increments. These 
made-to-order options are produced to your 
specification and ship complete for easier and 
faster installation.

Modifications in as little as 1/4 
inch increments

Custom Quote services for 
truly unique design needs

A toe-kick modification and wide assortment of applicable  SKUs 
allow InnerMost to qualify and meet ADA standards for design.

Americans with Disabilities Act
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AMERICAN PRIDE. A LIFETIME TRADITION.
 Like your family, the Elkay family has values 
and traditions that endure. For almost a century, Elkay 
has been an American-owned and operated company, 
providing thousands of jobs that support our families 
and communities. We are proud to say ELKAY USA.

Our commitment
InnerMost offers a Lifetime Limited Warranty as assurance of our 
commitment  to quality and long-lasting craftsmanship.
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